Question 1.

In the first question, respondents ranked from 1 to 7 the importance of the topics they would like to discuss. For this question, 1 means “not important” and 7 means “very important”.

According to the percentage of the top two boxes (T2B), which means the very important topics, there is a high interest in **Collaboration for international research** with 76% of approval. The next is **Out-of-School Mobility Options for faculty and Staff** with 67%. The third is **Marketing and recruitment of international students** with 66%. The fourth is **Internationalization models on campus** with the support of 62% of approval. The next topic is **Preparation of students for internships and international jobs** with approximately 55% of approval. The sixth topic is **Preparation of students to participate in international study programs** with 55%. Then we found on the seventh topic the **Offer of academic programs** with 53%.
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